Abstract-We estimate the variance of weight distribution of regular LDPC ensembles. Using this estimate and the second moment method we obtain bounds on the probability that a randomly chosen code from regular LDPC ensemble has its weight distribution close to the ensemble average. We are able to show that a large fraction of total number of codes have their weight distribution close to the average.
I. INTRODUCTION
The weight distribution is an important characterization of a code. For a code G of block length n, we define N´G nωµ as the weight distribution function, denoting the number of codewords with normalized weight ω (here on wards we assume that nω is an integer). In general N´G nωµ is hard to compute for a specific code. In fact, even the determination of the minimum distance is NP-complete [13] . On the contrary, for some ensembles of codes it is easy to compute the expected weight distribution function, i.e., N´G nωµ . This is true for e.g. Shannon's random ensemble but also for suitably defined LDPC ensembles. A possible approach to study the weight distribution of individual codes is to first compute the ensemble average and then to show that most codes have a weight distribution close to this average. For LDPC codes it has been conjectured that for regular ensembles most codes have a weight distribution close to the ensemble average [2] , [10] .
In 1989, Sourlas showed that there is a strong connection between error-correcting codes and disordered spin models [11] , [12] . To this end, let us define:
ln N´G nωµ n where sp stands for "statistical physics", since W sp´ω µ can be computed by statistical physics methods and com stands for "combinatorics", as W com´ω µ can easily be computed by combinatorial methods. From Jensen's inequality we know that W sp´ω µ W com´ω µ. It has been shown in [2] , [10] that for regular LDPC ensembles W sp´ω µ W com´ω µ . However for irregular LDPC ensembles this is not the case [4] . The equality between W com´ω µ and W sp´ω µ for regular ensembles suggests that a randomly chosen code should have N´G nωµ "close" to N´G nωµ with high probability. In this paper we obtain an asymptotic lower bound on this probability using the second moment method by estimating the variance of N´G nωµ. However, to estimate the variance we need to verify that the solution set of a certain system of polynomial equations satisfies some properties (see Lemma 3.4 for details).
Assuming that these properties are satisfied, we show that for a regular LDPC ensemble with left degree Ð and right degree Ö, any ε 0 and for all ω such that W com´ω µ is positive,
where δ´ω Ð Öµ is a function of ω and can be evaluated by solving a polynomial equation. In words, asymptotically at least a fraction 1 δ´ω Ð Öµ ε 2 of codes in the ensemble have their weight distribution function in a window of width ε around the ensemble average. In Fig. 1 we plot the bound in (1) for regular codes with Ð Ö 0 75 and 0 5. We observe that if we fix the ratio Ð Ö and let Ð Ö increase then the bound converges to 1. This implies that for large left and right degrees, almost all the codes in the ensemble have their weight distribution very close to the ensemble average. Note that in this case it is well known that the weight distribution converges to the weight distribution of Shannon's random ensemble [9] .
The paper is organized in the following way. A brief introduction to LDPC codes and second moment method is given in Section 2. In Section 3, we use the second moment method to prove the bound in (1) . A discussion in Section 4 concludes the paper. 
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. LDPC Ensembles
LDPC codes, originally invented by Gallager [7] , are usually defined in terms of ensembles of bipartite graphs. A graph consists of a set of variable nodes and a set of check nodes, together with edges connecting both sets giving rise to a code of block length n in the following way: a vector´x 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ x n µ ¾ GF´2µ n is a codeword if and only if for each check node the sum (modulo 2) of the values of its adjacent variable nodes is zero. The coordinates of a codeword are indexed by the variable nodes 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ n. An ensemble of bipartite graphs is defined in terms of a pair of degree distributions. A degree distribution is a real valued polynomial with non-negative coefficients and it evaluates to unity at unity. Associated with the ensemble is a degree distribution pair´λ´xµ Σ i λ i x i 1 ρ´xµ Σ j ρ j x j 1 µ, shorthand´λ ρµ, where λ i (ρ j ) denotes the fraction of the total number of edges connected to a variable (check) node of degree i ( j). Given a pair (λ ρ) of degree distributions and the block length n, an ensemble of bipartite graphs ´n λ ρµ is defined by running over all possible permutations of edges connecting variable and check nodes according to λ and ρ, respectively. For a (Ð Ö)-regular code ensemble ´n Ð Öµ we have: λ´xµ x Ð 1 ρ´xµ x Ö 1 . Let G be a graph chosen at random from ´n Ð Öµ. Let N´G nωµ be the weight distribution function denoting the number of codewords of weight nω in G where ω W n is the normalized weight with W denoting the weight. Let σ 2´G nωµ denote the variance of N´G nωµ over the ensemble ´n Ð Öµ,
The support set of a word is the set of its non zero bits. The overlap between two words is the intersection of their support sets. We denote a vector´x 1 x 2 x 3 µ by x, the transpose of x by x T , the dot product between x and y is denoted by x y T , xy denotes the component wise multiplication, i.e., the vector´x 1 y 1 x 2 y 2 x 2 y 3 µ. We use the notation that a vector to the power a vector and also a scalar to the power a vector is a vector i.e. , x k : x
3 µ and e x : é x 1 e x 2 e x 3 µ. Finally, x · : max´x 0µ and f ¼´t µ denotes the derivative of the function f´xµ evaluated at t.
B. Second Moment Method
Let X n be a sequence of random variables indexed by n,
X n µ 2 be the variance of X n . Then by Chebyshev's inequality we have for any a 0,
If we choose a ε X n and if lim n ∞ σ 2 n X n 2 δ, then we can draw the conclusion that
In order to apply this bound to N´G nωµ, we need to compute the ratio lim n ∞
III. MOMENT CALCULATIONS
We start with the first moment. As shown in [3] , [5] , [8] , 
Thus by substituting these relationships in Lemma 3.1, we get
We summarize our results thus far. 
By substituting (5) and (6) in (2) 
Since there are Proof. We need to modify the proof of Theorem 2 of [1] to our case and is relegated to the appendix.
The system of equations corresponding to a´xµ Öi nÐ is symmetric in x 1 and x 3 . Hence a positive solution x of this system of equations satisfies x 1 x 3 and the system reduces to the following equations, (12) We know that there is a local maximum at ∆ 0, hence the coefficient of ∆ in (12) will vanish. This gives an additional equation governing α m :
We solve (9), (10) and (13) (9), (10) and (13), then we can get a closed form expression for second moment. We summarize this in the following lemma. Proof. We observe that the solution t of (9), (10) for α ω 2 satisfies t 2 t 2 1 and this system of equations reduces to a single equation which is identical to (4), the equation we need to solve to find N´G nωµ . Thus t 1 x ω . By (12) This proves the lemma. The bound obtained in Lemma 3.4 can in general only be evaluated numerically except for the cases when (4) can be solved analytically, e.g., for the´3 4µ-regular code.
IV. DISCUSSION
Fix the relative weight ω. If ε ¾´0 1µ then we conclude that asymptotically for at least a fraction 1 δ´ω Ð Öµ ε 2 of codes, the number of codewords N´G nωµ (for a fixed ω) is at most a constant factor away from the ensemble average. Also from ( is an increasing function of ω for ω ¾´ω min 1 2µ and is a decreasing function for ω 1 2. It is equal to 1 for ω 1 2. This implies that asymptotically in almost all the codes there are N´G n 2µ ´1¦εµ codewords of weight n 2. For ω close to the typical minimum distance ω min , the bound stays nontrivial. In Table 1 , lim ω ω min · 1
is given for regular codes of rate= 1 2 and ε 0 95. We observe that if we fix the rate and let Ð and Ö increase then the bound approaches 1 for all ω for which W com´ω µ is positive.
This implies that for regular ensembles with large left and right degree almost all the codes have a weight distribution which is very close to the ensemble average. We see that the second moment method can capture the concentration property of the weight distribution for regular ensembles with large left and right degrees. However for the regular ensembles in general it fails to do so.
